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I. CONTEXT

This paper was published at ISCA 2003. At the time, design of the thermal solution was typically done after chip design by a packaging team that used worst-case post-synthesis power numbers and ensuring that temperatures never rose above specified constraints. The thermal model for the chip was typically steady-state and with no spatial detail (i.e., single node). The architecture community was just beginning to look at temporal and spatial variations, accounting for workload phases and differing power dissipation of various units. For example, last-level caches typically have very low power density.

Our work was motivated by emerging work on thermal modeling and management [1], [9], which—motivated by observations about the thermal design for the Intel Pentium 4 [5]—argued for designing processors for an expected range of thermal operation, with worst-case behavior handled by dynamic throttling instead of costly worst-case thermal packaging. But prior work approximated runtime temperature using a simple moving average of recent power dissipation. The attention to power in the architecture community, and the advent of micro-architectural power modeling, were themselves fairly recent developments.

We knew that thermal effects exhibit a non-linear response due to thermal capacitance and that there would be some thermal coupling among microarchitectural units, so simple, linear averages were not sufficient. At the same time, we also recognized that runtime thermal throttling should target local hotspots and would benefit from feedback control theory, and in fact we had explored the use of feedback control for thermal management in an earlier HPCA 2002 paper [22], which introduced a cruder version of Hotspot. This early version of HotSpot leveraged a well-known duality between electrical and thermal resistance and capacitance, allowing use of standard circuit solvers. However, the HPCA 2002 model did not adequately account for the thermal packaging and lateral heat transfer among microarchitectural blocks.

II. INSIGHTS

Compared to our original HPCA 2002 version, the ISCA 2003 paper developed a more refined thermal model, simplified the feedback control, addressed thermal sensor placement and precision, and proposed some new mechanisms for thermal management, albeit in the context of the single-core processors of the era. A few key insights were:

• There is a need for thermal models that explore both spatial and temporal thermal variations at the granularity of microarchitectural blocks of interest, and that allowed pre-RTL design space exploration. This required the thermal tool to be compatible with pre-RTL computer architecture infrastructure and for the thermal model to adapt automatically based on the microarchitectural configuration (in combination with area models). The possibility of lateral heat transfer among units also required floorplan information, which we originally approximated with hand measurements of published floorplans and simplistic layout. We later developed tools to automate floorplan generation [4], [19].

• Modeling leakage power is essential, because leakage increases with temperature, creating a feedback loop.

• The physical packaging of the die and the role of active cooling (e.g., fans) were essential for accurate thermal modeling. We believe that the most important contribution of HotSpot, and the reason it has found widespread use, is that HotSpot captures enough physical detail so that, with the physical properties of these materials (dimensions and material), and an equivalent thermal resistance to account for the heat transfer to the air, we could derive a complete thermal model without the need for empirical fitting factors. Validation against a commercially available test chip [11] showed the importance of the thermal interface material, and further modeling refinements (grid model, high-aspect-ratio blocks, etc.) reached maturity in v. 5.02.

• We explored a variety of microarchitectural thermal throttling mechanisms, including simple frequency scaling, dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS), fetch throttling, activity migration, and global clock gating, and found that the lowest-overhead approach was to reduce the frequency, because this could be achieved in much smaller increments than other techniques, and with low overhead. Throttling fetch was also effective. In later work, we realized that the choice of technique could be based on the severity of the thermal stress [21].

• For the feedback control, we found a PI controller worked well. The integral component significantly improved convergence, but integral windup needed to be addressed to maintain responsiveness [22].

• The placement and precision of the temperature sensors were essential. The greater the imprecision, the lower the temperature setpoint (i.e., guardband) needed to be
for safe operation, and the more frequently thermal management was engaged, with consequent performance overhead. In this paper, we assumed one thermal sensor per architectural block. We later explored quantity and placement of sensors in a more rigorous fashion [13].

III. EVOLUTION OF HOTSPOT

HotSpot went through several iterations that improved fidelity, accuracy and performance and added features.

- **HotSpot 1.0**: Original thermal model in ISCA 2003.
- **HotSpot 2.0** [11]: Addition of a grid thermal model, validation against physical test chips, added details for accuracy. This version also added support for 3D chip stacks and automated floorplanning [19].
- **HotSpot 3.0**: Better solvers, added details for accuracy (e.g. die edges).
- **HotSpot 4.0** [10]: Better solvers, more accurate models, accounting for blocks with high aspect ratios.
- **HotSpot 5.0**: Configurable model for the thermal package, more detailed thermal model (especially the secondary heat-transfer path to the circuit board, which accounted for about 10% of the heat transfer).
- **HotSpot 6.0**: Better solver (SuperLU), further steps towards 3DIC with better support for multiple layers, incorporating work from Ayse Coskun’s group [16].
- **HotSpot 7.0** [6]: Support for microchannel cooling, informed by many sources but especially 3D-ICE [23].

In addition, we showed the importance of process variations [12], and migrated our modeling framework and architecture work to multicore processors, e.g. [8] [14] and GPUs [20], demonstrated potential thermal denial-of-service attacks [3], and used HotSpot to explore dynamic lifetime-reliability management, e.g. [15].

IV. THOUGHTS ON HOTSPOT TODAY

We were fortunate to introduce HotSpot just when concerns about power were crystallizing into several distinct thrusts with different modeling and management criteria: thermal management (requiring HotSpot-style modeling); energy efficiency (where optimizing average power is sufficient, since \( E = P_{avg} \ast t \); and power delivery (where instantaneous changes in power can cause voltage droop, depending on both the power delivery network and short-term microarchitectural behavior). HotSpot has been widely used in academia, and we are thrilled that it enabled researchers and technologists to explore their creative ideas. Notable examples include thermally-aware task scheduling [2]; computational sprinting [17]; limiting average power, allowing for brief thermal overshots to exploit thermal capacitance (Running Average Power Limit or RAPL) [18]: extensions to server- and rack-level modeling and management [7], and many more.

Research continues in thermal modeling and management for ICs and computer systems, creating many further opportunities for research from VLSI to rack-scale systems and software optimizations at all levels of the stack.
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